[Combined application of multiple fluorescence in research on the degradation of fluoranthene by potassium ferrate].
The degradation of fluoranthene was researched by combined means of multiple fluorescence spectra, including emission, synchronous, excitation emission matrix (EEM), time-scan and photometry. The characteristics of the degradation and fluoranthene molecular changes within the degradation's process were also discussed according to the information about the degradation provided by all of the fluorescence spectra mentioned above. The equations of fluoranthene's degradation by potassium ferrate were obtained on the bases of fitting time-scan fluorescence curves at different time, and the degradation's kinetic was speculated accordingly. From the experimental results, multiple fluorescence data commonly reflected that it had same degradation rate at the same reaction time. t = 10 s, and the degradation rate is -55%, t = 25 s, -81%, t = 40 s, -91%. No new fluorescent characteristic was observed within every degradation' stage. The reaction stage during t < or = 20 s was crucial, in which the degradation process is closest to linear relationship. After this beginning stage, the linear relationship deviated gradually with the development of the degradation process. The degradation of fluoranthene by potassium ferrate was nearly in accord with the order of the first order reaction.